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Abstract. Using numerical simulations, we examine the dynamics of active
matter run-and-tumble disks moving in a disordered array of obstacles. As a
function of increasing active disk density and activity, we find a transition from a
completely clogged state to a continuous flowing phase, and in the large activity
limit, we observe an intermittent state where the motion occurs in avalanches that
are power law distributed in size with an exponent of β = 1.46. In contrast, in
the thermal or low activity limit we find bursts of motion that are not broadly
distributed in size. We argue that in the highly active regime, the system reaches
a self-jamming state due to the activity-induced self-clustering, and that the
intermittent dynamics is similar to that found in the yielding of amorphous solids.
Our results show that activity is another route by which particulate systems can
be tuned to a nonequilibrium critical state.
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1. Introduction
There are numerous examples of driven collectively interacting systems that exhibit
avalanches or intermittent behavior when driven over quenched disorder, including
vortices in type-II superconductors [1, 2, 3], magnetic domain walls [4, 5], earthquake
models [6, 7], and colloidal depinning over rough landscapes [8]. At a critical driving
force Fc, there is a depinning transition from a pinned to a sliding state. Motion often
occurs in avalanches close to the depinning transition, and if depinning is associated
with critical features such as diverging characteristic lengths and times, the avalanches
and other fluctuating quantities will exhibit broad or power law distributions [5, 7].
Scale-free avalanche dynamics often appear near yielding or unjamming transitions,
such as in the intermittent motion of dislocations in crystalline solids [9, 10, 11] or the
rearrangements of particles at yielding in amorphous materials [12, 13, 14, 15]. For
loose assemblies of particles such as grains or bubbles, the shear modulus becomes
finite above a density φj when a jamming transition occurs [16, 17], and it is known
that in such systems, the dynamics become increasingly intermittent as the jamming
point is approached, producing power law distributions in a variety of dynamic
quantities [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
In the driven systems described above, the dynamics arise from some form of
externally applied driving or shear. In contrast, in active matter systems the particles
are self-driven. Examples of active matter systems that have been attracting increasing
attention include pedestrian flow, biological systems such as run-and-tumble bacteria,
and self-propelled colloids [24, 25]. The behavior of these systems can be captured
by a simple model consisting of sterically interacting hard disks with a self-mobility
represented either by driven diffusion or run-and-tumble dynamics. In two dimensions,
a non-active, thermal assembly of hard disks forms a uniform density liquid at finite
temperature, and if the disk density is large enough, a jammed or crystalline state
emerges [17]. If the disks are self-propelled or active, for large enough activity a
transition can occur from the uniform liquid state to a phase separated state in which
a high density cluster that can be regarded as a solid is surrounded by a low density gas
of disks, even when the overall density of the system is well below that at which non-
active disks would jam or crystallize [26, 27, 28]. Self-clustering occurs when multiple
active disks collide and continue to swim into each other, producing an active load-
bearing contact in a system containing no tensile forces, and it has been observed in
experiments using self-propelled colloids [29, 30] and in simulations of disks obeying
driven diffusive or run-and-tumble dynamics [28]. Previous numerical studies [31] of
active run-and-tumble disks driven though random obstacle arrays show that for fixed
active disk density, the average drift mobility of the disks is a nonmonotonic function of
the activity, initially increasing with increasing run length, but then passing through a
maximum and decreasing at large run lengths, with the onset of self-clustering or self-
jamming coinciding with the mobility reduction. For a fixed run length, the mobility
decreases as the active disk density increases due to crowding effects.
In this work we examine the motion of active run-and-tumble disks driven through
a random obstacle array as a function of obstacle density and activity. We find that
there is a critical amount of disorder and activity above which the motion becomes
highly intermittent and takes the form of avalanches that are power law distributed in
size, P (s) ∝ s−β , with an exponent of β = 1.46 ± 0.1. For fixed obstacle density but
decreasing activity, the motion becomes more continuous, the avalanche behavior is
lost, and the disks act like a fluid moving through the obstacle array, while at zero or
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Figure 1. The obstacle positions (red filled circles), active disks (dark blue open
circles), and trajectories (light blue lines) for a system with φtot = 0.754. (a) For
low activity lr = 0.1 at φobs = 0.1727, the disks become completely clogged and
there is no motion. (b) For intermediate activity lr = 1 at φobs = 0.1727, we find
a combination of flowing and immobile active disks. (c) For high activity lr = 320
at φobs = 0.1727, motion occurs only in bursts or avalanches. (d) A system with
lr = 320 at a lower obstacle density of φobs = 0.1256.
very small activity, the disks become completely clogged and there is no motion. We
argue that in the limit of large activity, critical behavior occurs due to self-jamming
or self-clustering, while in the low but finite activity limit the disks act like a liquid
with continuous fluctuations. The critical behavior under an external drive can be
viewed as analogous to a yielding transition of an amorphous solid close to a jamming
point. We also find that for fixed active disk density, a critical amount of disorder in
the form of obstacles must be added to produce power law distributed avalanche sizes,
similar to the behavior observed for avalanches in certain magnetic systems [5, 32, 33].
Our results indicate that activity can provide another method for tuning a system to
a nonequilibrium critical state.
2. Simulation
We simulate a two-dimensional L×L system with L = 50 and with periodic boundary
conditions in the x and y-directions containing Nobs obstacles and Na active disks
of radius R = 0.5. The obstacles are identical to the active disks except their
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Figure 2. Average active disk velocity 〈V 〉 in the direction of the applied drive
vs φobs for a system with φtot = 0.754 at lr = 1 (red squares) and lr = 320 (blue
circles). The green arrow indicates the value of φobs used in Fig. 3.
locations are permanently fixed. Steric disk-disk interactions are given by a harmonic
repulsive force Fdd = k(d − 2R)Θ(d − 2R)dˆ where d is the distance and dˆ is the
displacement vector between a pair of disks. The spring constant k = 100 is large
enough that, for the parameters we consider, disks overlap by less than 0.01R, so
the system is approximately in the hard disk limit. The obstacle area coverage is
φobs = NobspiR
2/L2, the active disk area coverage is φa = NapiR
2/L2, and the total
area coverage is φtot = φobs + φa. In an obstacle-free system with φobs = 0, in the
absence of activity the disks form a hexagonal solid near φa = 0.9. The active disk
dynamics obey the following overdamped equation of motion:
η
dri
dt
= Fiinter + F
i
m + F
i
obs + FD (1)
where the damping coefficient η = 1. The interactions between active disks are given
by Fiinter =
∑Na
j F
ij
dd, and F
i
m = Fmmˆ is a run-and-tumble motor force with Fm = 0.5
that acts in a randomly chosen running direction mˆ for a running time τ , after which a
new running direction mˆ′ is randomly chosen. In the absence of any collisions, during
the running time an active disk moves a run length lr = Fmτδt, where δt = 0.002
is the simulation time step. The obstacle forces are given by Fobs =
∑Nobs
k F
ik
dd, and
the external driving force FD = FDxˆ is applied uniformly to all active disks with
FD = 0.5. To initialize the system, we place a density φtot of disks at nonoverlapping
locations in the sample, and then randomly choose Nobs of the disks to serve as
obstacles, fixing them in their original random locations. We apply a driving force
FD and wait several million simulation time steps to ensure that we have reached a
steady state before measuring the active disk velocity fluctuations and displacements.
We obtain a time series of the average active disk velocity in the driving direction,
V (t) = N−1a
∑Na
i v
x
i (t), where v
x
i (t) = vi(t) · xˆ, and also measure the time-averaged
active disk velocity in the driving direction 〈V 〉 = 〈V (t)〉. We quantify the activity
level using lr and the disorder using φobs.
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Figure 3. (a) A portion of the time series of the average disk velocity V (t)
from the system in Fig. 2 at φtot = 0.754, φobs = 0.1727, and lr = 320, where the
motion is strongly intermittent. (b) The avalanche size distribution P (s) from the
complete time series for the system in panel (a). The dashed line is a power law
fit with exponent β = 1.465±0.15. (c) V (t) for the lr = 1 system from Fig. 2. (d)
P (s) for the system in panel (c) has a bimodal rather than a power law shape.
3. Results
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the behavior of a system with φtot = 0.754. For φobs = 0.1727,
Fig. 1(a) shows that at a very low activity level of lr = 0.1, the disks become completely
clogged with 〈V 〉 = 0. In Fig. 1(b) at a higher level of activity lr = 1, we find a
coexistence of jammed and moving active disks, while for large activity lr = 320 in
Fig. 1(c), the flow is highly intermittent and occurs through avalanches. Figure 1(d)
shows that in an lr = 320 system with a lower obstacle density of φobs = 0.1256, the
flow of active disks becomes continuous again.
In Fig. 2 we plot the average drift velocity per active disk in the direction of drive
〈V 〉 versus φobs over the range 0 ≤ φobs ≤ 0.196 for a system with φtot = 0.754 at
lr = 1 and lr = 320. As shown in previous work [34], self clustering occurs when
lr > 10 for φtot = 0.754, so the values of lr in Fig. 2 are representative of the liquid
state and the phase separated state. At φobs = 0 the disks undergo free flow drift
giving 〈V 〉 = FD = 0.5 for all lr; however, as φobs increases, 〈V 〉 is always lower in the
phase separated lr = 320 sample than in the liquid lr = 1 sample. For φobs > 0.15,
the motion in the lr = 320 system becomes highly intermittent, as shown by the plot
of V (t) in Fig. 3(a) for the system in Fig. 2 with lr = 320 at φobs = 0.1727, which
is also illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Here the motion occurs in bursts or avalanches. In
contrast, the lr = 1 sample at the same obstacle density has a much more continuous
V (t), as shown in Fig. 3(b) and illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The average velocity ratio
〈V 〉lr=1/〈V 〉lr=360 = 17 for φobs = 0.1727, indicating how strongly an increase in
activity can reduce the flow through the system. We use the time series V (t) to
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Figure 4. Avalanche size distribution P (s) for a system with φtot = 0.754
and φobs = 0.1727. (a) lr = 0.3 (red), 1.0 (green), 10 (light blue), and 20 (dark
blue), from bottom to top. The curves have been shifted vertically for clarity. (b)
lr = 80 (red), 160 (green), 320 (light blue), and 640 (dark blue), from bottom to
top. The curves have been shifted vertically for clarity. The dashed line indicates
a power law fit with exponent β = 1.465.
construct an avalanche size distribution P (s), where s is defined to be equal to the
instantaneous value of V . In Fig. 3(b), P (s) for the lr = 320 system can be fit to
a power law distribution over two decades with an exponent β = 1.465 ± 0.15, while
in Fig. 3(d), P (s) for the lr = 1 system is not broad but has a bimodal distribution,
where the second peak is characteristic of the flow of a liquid through a disordered
medium [8].
In Fig. 4(a) we plot P (s) for a system with φtot = 0.754 and φobs = 0.1727 at
lr = 0.3, 1.0, 10, and 20. The bimodal characteristics of the lr = 0.3 and lr = 1.0
distributions are lost for lr = 10 when the system acts like a fluid. The avalanche size
distribution broadens when self-induced clustering begins to occur, and for lr = 20
and above it is possible to fit a power law to a portion of P (s). Fig. 4(b) shows P (s)
for the same system at lr = 80, 160, 320, and 640 along with a dashed line indicating
a power law fit with exponent β = 1.465. The region over which P (s) obeys a power
law grows in extent as lr increases, and the exponent falls in the range 1.35 ≤ β ≤ 1.5.
The overall shape of P (s) remains nearly the same for lr = 80 and above, but the
time intervals separating successive avalanche events increase with increasing lr. These
results indicate that there is a critical rl above which scale-free avalanches occur, and
that this critical value corresponds to the point at which the system begins to act like
a solid rather than a liquid.
In Fig. 5(a) we plot 〈V 〉 versus lr for the system in Fig. 2 at φtot = 0.754 and
φobs = 0.1727. Based on the behavior of the P (s) distributions, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, we identify three regimes: a fully clogged state for lr ≤ 0.2, where 〈V 〉 = 0
as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), a flowing or liquidlike region for 0.2 < lr < 20, and
an intermittent avalanche regime for lr ≥ 20. We measure the fraction c of disks
that belong to the largest cluster using the cluster identification algorithm described
in [35], and in Fig. 5(b) we plot c versus lr for an obstacle-free sample with the
same φtot = 0.754 as in Fig. 5(a) but with φobs = 0, showing that the onset of
the intermittent phase in the presence of obstacles correlates with a large increase in
self-clustering in the absence of obstacles.
The avalanche size distributions are also affected by the obstacle density. In
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Figure 5. The time-average disk flux through the system 〈V 〉 vs lr for samples
with φtot = 0.754 and φobs = 0.1727 showing the completely clogged regime
at low lr, the flow regime at intermediate lr, and the intermittent or avalanche
regime at large lr. (b) The fraction c of disks that are in the largest cluster vs
lr for a system with φtot = 0.754 and φobs = 0, showing that the onset of the
intermittent phase correlates with the onset of self-clustering.
Fig. 6(a) we plot P (s) for fixed φtot = 0.754 and lr = 320 at φobs = 0.1413, 0.157, and
0.1727. For φobs = 0.1413, even though the system can self-cluster there is enough
room for the disk clusters to flow freely around the obstacles, giving a peak at a
characteristic avalanche size s ≈ 0.03, while at φobs = 0.157, avalanches of size s > 0.2
are lost and P (s) begins to broaden. In Fig. 6(b) we plot P (s) for the same system
with φobs = 0.1727, 0.1884, and 0.2. The maximum avalanche size smax continues to
decrease as the obstacle density increases, and at φobs = 0.2041 the avalanche motion
is completely suppressed since 〈V 〉 = 0. This behavior is similar to what has been
predicted for models of avalanches in magnetic systems, where it is necessary to add a
critical amount of disorder in order to obtain avalanches that are power law distributed
in size [5, 32, 33]. For weak disorder the magnetic avalanches are dominated by system
spanning events, while for strong disorder only small avalanches occur.
In Fig. 7 we show P (s) for a system with fixed φobs = 0.1727 and lr = 320
at φtot = 0.377, 0.5, 0.628, and 0.754, along with a power law fit with exponent
β = 1.465. For φtot = 0.377 and φtot = 0.5, P (s) cannot be fit by a single power law,
while for φtot = 0.65 and φtot = 0.754, there is good agreement with the power law
fit, indicating that critical behavior only appears when the system is not too sparse.
4. Discussion
We ask where the criticality we observe in our active matter system originates. When
lr and φa are large enough, the obstacle-free system enters a phase separated state
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Figure 6. Avalanche size distributions P (s) for a system with φtot = 0.754 and
lr = 320 at (a) φobs = 0.1413 (green), 0.157 (red) and 0.1727 (blue). (b) The
same for φobs = 0.1727 (blue), 0.1884 (red), and 0.2 (green). The dashed lines
are power law fits with β = 1.465.
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Figure 7. P (s) for a system with φobs = 0.1727 and lr = 320 at φtot = 0.377
(light blue), 0.5 (green), 0.628 (red), and 0.754 (dark blue). The dashed line is a
power law fit with exponent β = 1.465.
in which the dense cluster regions have a density close to the jamming density, so
the dense regions can be viewed as an assembly of grains that is close to the critical
Point J identified in Ref. [16]. Several studies of yielding in two-dimensional foams [36]
and granular matter [37] identify avalanches that have a power law size distribution
with an exponent of β = 1.5, while other simulations of yielding in two-dimensional
granular matter give avalanches with power law size distribution exponents of β = 1.43
[38]. The exponent we observe is close to the value β = 1.5 predicted using mean
field models [39, 40]. There are also studies of yielding in soft particulate matter
systems in which avalanches with exponents β = 1.35 appear [41], while experiments
on frictional granular matter give avalanche exponents of β = 1.24 [38]. We argue
that in the thermal limit of small lr, our active disks behave like a liquid with short
correlation lengths, so portions of the system can readily flow as long as there is space
for motion between the obstacles. When lr = 0 in the limit of zero activity, the disks
reach a completely clogged state where no fluctuations and therefore no avalanches
occur. At large lr, the disks self-cluster and locally behave like a granular solid just
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on the verge of jamming, where large correlation lengths emerge, but the fact that
the disks are active and are always attempting to move prevents the system from
become permanently trapped in a jammed state. Instead, occasional activity-induced
unjamming events occur that have the appearance of avalanches. The motion of our
active disks is impeded by the presence of obstacles; however, even in the absence
of obstacles, the active clusters can undergo local rearrangements that can occur
suddenly as an avalanche. In previous simulations of active disks without obstacles,
local velocity fluctuations of a single driven probe disk were power law distributed with
an exponent of β = 2.0 when the activity was large enough to permit self-clustering
to occur, while in the low activity limit where the system acts like a uniform fluid, the
velocity fluctuation distribution was exponential [34].
In this work we focus on the case where there is an applied drive in order to
characterize the avalanche behavior; however, it would also be interesting to study a
dense active disk assembly in the presence of quenched disorder rather than obstacles
to see whether avalanches also occur in the absence of an external drift force. Previous
numerical simulations of active disks on quenched disorder have only explored the low
density regime [42]. It would also be interesting to determine whether other active
matter models such as flocking particles exhibit avalanche behavior in the presence of
quenched disorder. Simulations have already shown nonmonotonic transport behavior
in such systems [43] as well as disorder-induced transitions from flocking to non-
flocking states [44], and there are now experimental realizations of flocking systems
with quenched disorder [45] that could be used to explore this issue.
5. Summary
We have numerically examined the avalanche behavior of active matter composed of
run-and-tumble disks driven through a random obstacle array. We measure avalanche
sizes in terms of the average instantaneous velocity of the active disks. At low activity
the system becomes trapped in a completely clogged state, while at intermediate
levels of activity the disks act like a fluid that can flow continuously among the
obstacles, producing a bimodal avalanche size distribution. At large run lengths, the
disks undergo self-clustering and their motion becomes highly intermittent, taking the
form of avalanches of correlated disk motion that have a power law size distribution
with an exponent of β = 1.465. We argue that the intermittency results from self-
clustering, which causes the system to act like a granular solid that is near the jamming
point, and that the activity-induced avalanches are similar to the behavior observed
in the yielding of marginally stable solids such as foams or granular packings, where
avalanches with similar size distribution power law exponents appear. Finally, we find
that when the density of obstacles is large enough, the avalanche size distribution is cut
off at large sizes, suggesting that there is a critical disorder density that maximizes the
critical nature of the avalanches. Our results indicate that activity provides another
route for creating critical nonequilibrium states in particulate matter.
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